A writing of the founding father of the B of Joy
People regularly ask to our teams about the state of affairs. How many people are already participating? How far
have you got with your banking licence application? When will the permit be available? It is then pointed out
that everything we want to share is indeed available on the websites at News and in this case FAQ 1.0.
In 2016, we expressed the hope and the expectation that we would be able to apply for a permit the next year in
the event of a sufficient influx of people. The same hope and expectation is now emerging in 2018. However,
more people have to participate. Today's rulers set up their banking system in 1694 to create a totalitarian
slavery system of debt. We do not intend to wait that long.
B of Joy has created a CUSTOMER OPPORTUNITY for the people to liberate themselves from the present slavery
system that only - if you think about it - causes misery and shortages. How much pain should there be before
people start to move en masse? Just recently I noticed that more and more people in the Netherlands will
receive less pension every month. And there will be even more misery until:
Mankind will really stand up and be connected in ourselves and outside ourselves. Our teams can only make this
easier by offering the right tools for true liberation and change. This is the helping hand we reach out by means
of the B of Joy payment application. But dear people, wake and stand up now!
What holds you back? Why do you think that THE CHANGE will initially take place outside of yourself and that
others will arrange it for you? It is not: "you ask and we run". We the people will have to do it all together. My
good intentions for 2018 are in line with this. Through lectures and international interviews, I will continue to
raise people's awareness, offering them the B of Joy opportunities. What are you going to do?
With warm regards,
Ronald Bernard

